Anomalous Debye-like dielectric relaxation of water in micro-sized confined polymeric systems.
While it is well known that spatial confinement on a nm scale affects the molecular dynamics of water resulting in a hindered dipolar reorientation, question of whether these effects could result at length scales larger than these, i.e., in confined regions of the order of μm or more, is still under debate. Here we use dielectric relaxation spectroscopy techniques to study the relaxation orientation dynamics of water entrapped in different polymeric matrices with pore sizes of the order of 100 μm, analyzing the frequency relaxation behaviour of the dielectric response. Our results show that, contrary to what has been generally thought, even in confinements which are not particularly high such as those realized here, regions typically hundred micrometers in size can affect the water structure, inducing a water phase with properties different from those of bulk water. In particular, we observe a dielectric dispersion centered in the range 10(5)-10(7) Hz, in between the one characteristic of ice (8.3 kHz at T = 0 °C) and the one of bulk water (19.2 GHz at T = 25 °C). The analysis of the dependence on temperature of the relaxation time of this unexpected contribution rules out the possibility that it can be attributed to an interfacial polarization (Maxwell-Wagner effect) and suggests a dipolar Debye-like origin due to a slow-down of the hydrogen-bonded network orientational polarization. Also at these scales, the confinement alters the structure of water, leading to a hindered reorientation. These properties imply that water confined within these polymeric porous matrices is more ordered than bulk water. These findings may be important in order to understand biological processes in cells and in different biological compartments, where water is physiologically confined.